One critical professional practice in Intercultural Competence you can do now:

Educate yourself about cultural intelligence and learn how easy it is to improve your CQ.

-Steps to take:
  - Come for David Livermore's talk!!!!!!!
  - Take the CQ
  - Read David’s book: The Cultural Intelligence Difference: Master the One Skill You Can’t Do Without in Today’s Global Economy

To continue along your intercultural competence journey:
  - If you are a reader, read books by non-European American authors:
    - Toni Morrison - The Bluest Eye
    - Alexi Sherman
    - Isabel Allende

  - If you are not a reader, watch documentaries of and by those who are different from yourself:
    - Freedom Riders
    - Anything by Henry Louis Gates
    - “We Shall Remain” - via PBS
    - “We Still Live Here”
    - “One Voice”
    - Latino Americans- PBS